A recent article by a regular commentator in Malaysia's Sun newspaper called for the resignation of a minister over a scandal involving government attempts to eradicate the pervasive problem of forged driving licenses.' True, the affair he referred to happened more than three years ago and the minister in question had since retired anyway, but the implications of his call and the general thrust of the piece-that ministers should be held accountable for their actions-were, in the context of Malaysia's shackled media industry, bordering on the revolutionary. This paper addresses the subject of media control in Malaysia under the Barisan National {BN-National Front) regime, the coalition of ethnicallybased political parties that has ruled the country since independence. As
output, this paper thus focusses on countertrends within the media, areas of negotiation and dispute both within and beyond the BN regime. Attention is focussed particularly on the period of political upheaval following the September 1998 dismissal and imprisonment of the popular deputy prime minister, Anwar Ibrahim, which laimched a popular protest movement calling for reformasi (reform), and galvanized pohtical opposition in the run-up to the 1999 general elections. The picture that emerges from this analysis is less one of a monolithic media industry dedicated to reprodticing regime discourse, and more an indtistry that, although predominantly regimeoriented, has sites of resistance and weakness.
The paper is divided into three sections. The first section sets the scene with an overview of the development of regime control of the media in Malaysia, identifying a dual strategy of legislative restrictions and corporate control. Taking these two aspects of media control in tum, the latter two sections examine sites of contestation, focussing, respectively, on the legislative and regulatory challenges presented by the rise of the Internet, and on the internal contradictions between the factional composidon of the BN regime and the corporate control it extends over the media indtistry. It concludes by arguing that whilst neither of these challenges is sufficiently strong to undermine regime domination of the media industry and push significantly for democratization in the country, they are nonetheless important representadons of the limits of the state's control.
I. The structure of media control
Measures to control the media industry in Malaysia rank amongst some of the most stringent in the world. In October 2003, Reporters sans Frontieres ranked Malaysia 104th out of 166 cotintries on its Press Freedom Index; the New York-based Committee for the Protection of Journalists named former prime minister Mahathir Mohamad in its top ten enemies of the press for three years running. Key to this level of control has been a dual strategy of legislative restrictions combined with corporate control by government parties.
As with much of Malaysia's repressive legislative framework, control of the media has its roots in the British colonial administration and, more specifically, in the anti-communist counterinsurgency campaign, which took place alter the end of the Second World War, during the period widely known as the Emergency. Before the Japanese wartime occupation, the growth of a vernacular newspaper industry in Malaya and Singapore was at the heart of the emergence of a Malay nationalist movement, which would ultimately agitate for independence,^ Prominent nationalists such as Zainal Abidin bin Haji Alias and C.H.E. Det-better known now by his real name, Mabathir Mohamad-made their names as journalists, particularly with ibe Singaporebased Utusan Melayu newspaper. Tbis "Malayan Spring" was, however, brought to an abrupt halt by tbe postwar British Military Administration.
The mainstay of press control, tbe Printing Presses Ordinance, was introduced in 1948 and required all newspapers and printing presses to apply for a permit, renewable annually. The left-leaning T.hinese press was the first victim of the Emergency regulations, with a number of publications sbut down. Malay-medium newspapers were not exempt from the powers of the new regulations, however, and the Singapore-based Melayu Raya newspaper-an independent and vocal defender of Malay rights-was suspended for ten months and bad key personnel removed, after wbicb it promptly collapsed.Ŝ ince independence in 1957, tbe BN and its predecessor the Alliance dghtened and extended legislative controls over tbe media. Tbe Printing Presses Ordinance, later revised as the Printing Presses and Publications Act, bas remained central to the BN regime's control ofthe print media in tbe postcolonia! period. During the 1987 "Operadon Lalang" crackdown, wbicb saw the arrest of over a hundred political and social activists, its powers were used to suspend or close down four national newspapers. Following this crackdown, the Act was again re\ised to give tbe home minister "absolute discretion" in awarding and revoking permits, and to disallow any judicial review of tbe process.
In addition to the Printing Presses and Publications Act, a number of other pieces of legislation-also relics of tbe colonial administrationimpinge upon tbe freedom of the press and other media, including tbe Official Secrets Act, tbe Sedition Act and tbe Internal Security Act. Tbe Official Secrets Act was tightened in 1986 to coverall government documents unless specifically "declassified," and made illegal the circulation or publication of such documents, even if they were already in the public domain. The Sedition Act contains an extremely vague definition of sedition, and the Internal Security Act, the bete noir of tbe human rights movement, allows for effectively limitless detention witbout trial.
In addition to legislative controls, tbe independence of tbe mainstream media bas been furtber curtailed by tbe corporate involvement of tbe BN component parties. As early as 1961, individuals associated witb the leadership ofthe UMNO (United Malays National Organisation), the dominant party in the BN, bougbt a controlling stake in Utusan Melayu, provoking a furious backlasb by the paper's journalists and editorial staff, wbo orchestrated wbat remains the longest strike in Malaysia's history/' Subsequent moves to take control of other newspapers met with less resistance. Other BN parties also joined the takeover frenzy. By the mid-1980s, the UMNO had controlling or substantial interests in major English-, Malay-and Chinese-language newspapers, consolidated in its investment vehicle Fleet Group.** The secondlargest party in the coalition, the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) owned the widely read .S/rtr newspaper, and the Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC) controlled a number of smaller Tamil-language papers. The East Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak have a number of regional papers that are controlled by individuals aligned to various BN parties, including the Daily Express, New Sabah Times (Sabah both) and the Sarawak Tribune.
A similar combination of legislative and corporate controls affects the broadcast media. Television and radio are constrained by the Broadcasting Act, which licenses and controls broadcast activity, and gives the relevant minister powers to direct licensees in broadcast matters. Two of the terrestrial television channels are state-controlled through the RTM {Radio Televisyen Malaysia), which also runs a number of radio stations. Opposition parties have been completely denied access to tbe RTM, even for interviews. The regime justifies this on the basis that the RTM is "the official channel of the government of the day twhich] conveys official information to the people."' The creation of a private terrestrial channel in 1985 did little to expand the political base of the medium, as the licensee, Sistem, Televisyen Malaysia, was controlled by the UMNO through Fleet Group.
In the mid-1990s, the advent of cable and satellite television was seen by some as heralding a new "open-sky" policy towards the media. It was hoped that the multiplicity of channels available througb satellite broadcasting, and the opportunity to receive broadcasts from outside the country, would force the regime into a more relaxed attitude towards the media. In the event, however, the government legislated to restrict the size of satellite dish permissible, effectively preventing reception from outside tbe country. The only license for a domestic satellite television provider was given to a conglomerate headed by a UMNO-linked businessman and the former inspector-general of the pohce force. Similarly, the license for Malaysia's 5 For a full accouni of this strike by the ihfn chief editor, st-t Said Zahari, Dark Chudi at Dawn: /mw(()ir{Kuala Lumpur: Instiuuc For Social Analysis-INSAN, 2001 ). During the strike. Said was banned frnm entering Malay'a and was siibst'quenily detained without trial for over 17 years in Singaport-after the island separated from Malaysia.
fi Sintf the early iy90s. the UMNO has apparently divested JLstilf of direct control of these companies and its business interests mure generally, preferring to maintain its empiie through tru.stfeships and close links with inlluential tycoons such as tJit-now out-of-favoiir Halim Saad and Tajudin Ramli. See Edmund Terence (inme/ and Jonto K.S., Malaysia's Political Ermiomy: Politics, patronagr and profits (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
7 "Dewan Rakyat Report." Daily Expnss. 22 July 1999, p. 4. only cable television network was given to a politically-linked company, as were the licenses for two more terrestrial channels.'* Stringent as its legislative and corporate controls may be, party-corporate control of newspapers has not guaranteed the political subservience of journalists, many of whom still pursue their profession with relative independence and chafe at limitations placed upon them. As already noted, there was considerable resistance by the newspaper staff to the UMNO takeover of Utusan Melayu; similar protests were made by staff of the Nanyang SiangPauwhen it was taken over by the MCA in 2001 (see below). Likewise, the National Union of Journalists has also been vocal in opposing legislation that it thinks will impose on press freedom. In 1986, for instance, the union spearheaded the campaign to oppose the amendments to the Official Secrets Act. The NUJ and other journalist groups have also regularly called for the repeal of the Printing Presses and Publications Act. Some journalists attempt to "slip things by" editorial censorship or push the limits of what is acceptable, such as the call for ministerial accountability cited above.
Perhaps in response to this degree of journalistic independence and echoing similar developments in Singapore, recent years have seen a spate of prosecutions and libel actions against in dividual journalists and newspaper commentators. In 1999, the Far Eastern Economic Review reporter Murray Hiebert was briefly impri.soned on contempt of court charges, and in 2001 Malaysiakini columnist Hishamuddin Rais was detained without trial for two years. Among other similar cases, the prominent academic and social activist K.S. Jomo is currendy facing a RM200 million (US$52 million) libel action by the prominent tycoon Vincent Tan. As Garry Rodan notes, these and other similar actions have "compounded the climate of intimidation for journalists and media organisations in Malaysia."'' Indicative of this new climate is that, in stark contrast to the 1986 protests, the NUJ did not condemn the banning of several independent publications after the 1999 general election (see below).
Malaysia does have a small but durable alternative print media. The main opposition parties produce their own newspapers. These include Harakah, produced by the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS) and the Rocket, produced by the Chinese-based Democratic Action Party (OAP). The prominent social reform group Aliran also produces a monthly magazine, and a fluctuating number of independent Malay magazines such as Dftik and alWasilah deal primarily with politics and current affairs, often from a critical perspective. This alternative print media saw its circulation soar during the political crisis after Mahathir sacked his deputy, Anwar Ibrahim, in September 1998. Bŷ
Zaharom, "The structure ofthe media industry." y Garry Rodan, "Do markcis need transparency? The pivoial cases of Singapore and Malaysia," December 1998, Harakah's biweekly sales exceeded three hundred thousand.'" Also linked to the Anwar Ibrahim affair was the rapid expansion of the Internet as a source of alternative media, which will be dealt with further below.
Whilst this alternative media has generally been tolerated, the government has been quick to crack down when it perceives its interests under threat. In 1987, the "Operation l^lang" crackdown on the regime's political opponents saw some major publications banned or suspended. After its victory in the divisive 1999 general election, the BN regime pursued a further crackdown on the alternative print media. In the immediate aftermath of the election, a number of cridcal periodicals had their licenses withdrawn, including the Malay-language Detik and Eksklusif Harakah had its permit altered to restrict it to two publications a month, instead of twice weekly, and its editor and publisher were also prosecuted under the Sedition Act in relation to an article questioning the integrity of thejustice system. Circuladon of these pubhcations has also fallen off steeply since the reformasi era; Aliran Monthly sells barely a few thousand copies per month and is facing major financial problems.
The upshot of this dual strategy of legislative and corporate control is a mainstream media that is widely perceived as "muzzled" and sympathetic, if not sycophantic, towards the regime-apologists and eunuchs, in one commentator's memorable phrase." A degree of relative independence has, however, been shown periodically by some individual publications. During the 1980s, for instance, the MCA-controlled Sfardeveloped a reputation for its more liberal attitude and willingness to give cohimn inches to independent social groups. Despite being regime-controlled, the .S/arwas thus one of the papers suspended during "Operation Lalang." Upon its return to circulation, the main editorial staff had been replaced, and the paper never fully regained its more hberal perspective.
In 1994, another notable opening in the mainstream media occurred with the inception of the Sun newspaper. Owned by business tycoon Vincent Tan, a close associate of Mahathir and other BN leaders, the paper nonetheless sought to push the boundaries of politically acceptable journalism, giving more coverage to opposition groups and eschewing the otherwise predominant tendency of reporting ministerial comments as fact rather than opinion.^^ The Sun quickly established itself as a popular source of news, and its readership grew consistently throughout the decade. The year 2001, however, saw the setting of the Sun as the most independent English daily. In early 2001, the Sun was taken over by the publishers of a business weekly, the Edge. The new owners pledged to continue an independent editorial policy, and the paper's circulation soared, at which point the government reportedly stepped in and blocked the deal. The paper reverted to its previous ownership.'' This was not the end of the bad news for the Sun, however. On Christmas Day 2001, the paper carried a frontpage story about an alleged plot to assassinate Mahathir and his then deputy, Abdullah Alimad Badawi. Altliough initially laughed oH by the prime minister, the story was picked up by international newswires and reported around the world, provoking condemnation of the paper from the government. The Sun responded by suspending four members of stalf involved in the story, and the editor and executive director both resigned. The sackings prompted a storm of protests from the staff, who began picketing the paper in January 2002. By this time, however, it was clear that major changes in the paper were afoot, widely beheved to be the result of political pressure from BN leaders. Later in the month, 40 journalists and other employees of the newspaper were abruptly dismissed, beginning a trail of redundancies culminating with tlie layoff of more than half its four hundred stafl in March. The paper stopped circulation for a while, before being relaunched in a considerably reduced version as a free paper.
Whilst the apparent commercial rewards of displaying a degree of press freedom have thus driven individual publications to flirt with a more independent editorial line, this has not resulted in a substantive opening of the public sphere in Malaysia. The BN regime has proved itself more than willing to inhibit such moves towards greater openness either directly, as in the suspension of the Star m 1987, or indirectly, as in the Sun takeover. Systemic weaknesses in die regime's media control strategy do exist, however, and it is to these weaknesses that we now turn.
II. Legislative control and the rise of the Internet
Regimes like the one found in Malaysia face a new challenge to the legislative restrictions they employ to control mass media: advances in communications technology, such as the advent of satellite broadcasting. Whereas pre\'ious advances tended to require little more than legislative tinkering on the part of the regime, however, the rise of the Internet has proved more problemadc.''' 13 Lorien Holland, "Two Chinese papers fall into govcmnienl hands," FarEastern EcimomirReview, 14 June 2001, pp, 26-2fi. The fJrf^itself has on occasion been directly and damningly criiical of specific government policies or projects, also exuding a more general distaste for tbe "crony capitalism" of tbe BN.
H For a recent discussion of these issues, see Gariy Rodan, ed,, "Electronic media, markets and civil society in East and Soutbeasi A.sia," special issue oi Pacific Review, 16.4 (2003) .
In Malaysia, rather than viewing the Internet with suspicion, tlie BN regime-and Mahathir in particular-initially embraced it as part of an informadon technology (ICT) revolution that would provide the driving force for economic growth, and see Malaysia take its place amongst the industrialized nations, a fundamental goal of Mahathir's developmentalist Vision 2020. In 1996, Mahathir thus launched the Multi-Media Super Corridor project (MSC)-a series of business incentives designed to create an Asian "Silicon Valley" in Malaysia. Included in the MSC "Bill of Guarantees" was a pledge not to censor the Internet. The regime was undoubtedly concerned over the potential of the Internet as a subversive medium, but was also keen to gain the economic advantages of an open-door policy to ICT, particularly seeking a competitive advantage over Singapore, which had already implemented stringent Internet controls. Thus, even at the height of the recent political crisis, the regime was careful to maintain its position of noncensorship. In March 2000, for instance, when the deputy home minister announced new curbs on PAS's print newsletter Harakah and suggested that similar restrictions would be placed upon the Internet edition, his latter comments were quickly hushed up, and he was forced to issue a statement claiming that he had been misquoted.'''
The r<?/orma5i movement, which exploded onto the political scene in 1998, realized the regime's worst fears about the Internet. In the aftermath of Anwar's sacking, the Internet as a political medium and as the medium of reformasihecd^mc virtually synonymous. During the inchoate period of street protests in October to December 1998, the Internet formed a key medium for communication between Anwar's supporters and the broader public. A myriad of Web sites sprang up supporting Anwar and his newly adopted cause of reformasi. Anonymously operated on free servers, with names such as Mahazalim (the Great Oppressor), MindaRakyat (the People's Mind) and Konspirasi (Conspiracy), they contained a mixture of news, rumour and slander, as well as meeting points for demonstrations and so forth. Chandra Muzaffar, a prominent social activist and the former deputy president of Keadilan, agrees that the Internet proved to be "vital" for the spread of reformasi.^^ The advantage of the Internet to the opposition movement as a form of communication was twofold. Firstly, it was a medium that the government had not stricdy controlled and, indeed, had promised not to censor. Secondly, it provided a political space for the negodation of reformasi and thus "facilitated greater communication and cooperation between IS Jason P. AblKJtt, "DomocracyOintemet.asia? The challenges to (be cmancipalory potential of tJienei: Lessons from C:bina and Malaysia," Third World Quarterly, 22.\ (2001) Over time, the initial barrage of cyber reformasi subsided, but it had given birth to a vibrant alternative media on the Internet, including the news portal Malaysiakini. Malaysiakini w?is set up in 1999 as Malaysia's first commercial Internet newspaper. The site averages 120,000 visitors a day, of which approximately 80 percent are from within Malaysia, which compares respectably with the circulation of mainstream newspapers such as the New Straits Times.^" Ostensibly an independent publication, it is, as the editor admits, "pro-opposition by default."'-' Its limited resources and access to official sources mean that it is often restricted to reporting opposition activities. It is not uncritical in its coverage of the opposition, however, and has garnered the ire of opposition party leaders Lim Kit Siang and Syed Husin Ali.'^'
Until early 2003, the greatest challenge faced by Malaysiakini appeared not to be the threat of government action, but its commercial standing. Initially funded by a number of grants from international organizations, Malaysiakinihega.n running into financial problems towards the end of 2000. The end of these grants coincided with a drastic drop in advertising revenuethe company met barely 20 percent of its advertising revenue target in 2001. The decline in advertising was partly a result of the worldwide slump in Internet advertising, biU also apparently due to direct government pressure on those advertising with Malaysiakini'-^ The company has thus sought ways to broaden its income, including a paid analysis service, similar in ambition to Oxford Analytica, and by marketing some of the software solutions produced by their tech department. As these efforts were not enough, the site was finally forced to introduce subscription rates in mid-2002. Malaysiakini thus lacks the infrastructure and the financial resources to provide a comprehensive alternative news source to the mainstream media. Nonetheless, the infiuence of the Web site is such that, in 2001, Asiaweek magazine placed Malaysiakini and its editor at number 18 in its "Power 50" listof infiuential "communicators" across all n Jason Abbott, "Tbe Internet, rfforma.^i and democratisation in Malaysia," in Edmund Terence Gomez, ed,. The .Slate of Malaysia: Ethnkity, F.quity and Rfform (London: RoutledgeCur/on, 2(K)4); see alsoGrabamBroivTi, "Between Gram,sci and GrafFni:Opposiiion politics and ibe impact on the Inlemet in Malaysia," in Jason Abbott, The Political Enmomy of the tntemet in the Asia Panfic (Greenwood, tIK: Praeger, 2003 Whilst Malaysiakini is the most prominent of the independent Internet Web sites, there are a number of other important sites. AgendaDaily and RadiqRadio were both set up to offer similar services to Malaysiakini in the Malay language. RadiqRadio is particularly noteworthy in that it sought to overcome the commercial problems faced by Malaysiakini by operating both as an Internet site and as a radio station. Unable to gain a broadcast license in Malaysia, it broadcast from the neighbouring Indonesian island of Sumatra, and was thus only available to a small number of Malaysians in and around Kuala Limipur. Despite its innovative approach, /?«^;^/?arfio appears to have failed to sustain itself and its Web site has gone offline.
Although it has maintained its non-censorship hne with regard to the Internet, the regime has taken an array of measures to counteract the medium's political impact. Many of these measures, however, have demonstrated remarkable ignorance of the Internet and how it functions. Attempts to close down or "filter" Web sites met with little success, as the webmasters simply shifted their sites to new locations. Sabotaging attacks on anti-government Web sites also failed; as one minister candidly admitted, "the initial missiles do not seem to follow the enemy but has [sic] ricocheted towards us."'^' In an initial attempt to counter the anti-government rhetoric of Internet forums, the regime set up its own "Love Malaysia" Internet forum, subsequendy expressing dismay when anti-government messages were posted on it.^' BN-controlled newspapers have also played their part in the counterattack, portraying anti-government Web sites as "monsters," which have "spewed ... hatred and despairing tales."^'' A 40-person UMNO "antidefamation committee," wliich was charged with countering anti-government Internet activity, did little more than advertise which opposition sites were most active.^*^ Threats of legal action against webmasters have also come to naught, probably because the government realizes that even Malaysia's compliant courts would find it hard to convict.^' The introdtiction of regulations similar to those in Singapore, which require the registration of all cyber cafe users, are completely ignored.
Despite these initial failures, the regime has been relatively successful in containing if not countering press freedom on the Internet, which now appears to occupy the same groimd as the alternative print media-durable but, from a regime perspective, tolerably limited. Where regulation has failed, 23 Tong Yee-Siong, "tkiv't to launch upgraded "missiles' on dangerons websites," Malay.fiakini, 5 July 2001, available online at <bitp;//w'ww.malaysiakini.com>, site last accessed 10 March 2005.
24 Tbe fonini was located on the Department of National Unity bomepage, acces,sible online at <http://www,kempen.gov,my>, and bas since been discontinued.
25 Sbamsul Akinar, "Idealistic webmasters should accept tbe reality of party politics," New Straits 'Times, 27 May 2000, p, 2; "Runiourville on the net." Nnu Sunday Times. 9 November 1999, p. 4, 26 "Websites used to attack government identified," Nnn .Straits Times. 9 August 1999, p. 2. 27 "UMNO panel considers legal action," New Straits 'Times. 28 May 1999, p, 4. the regime has fallen hack on the more discretionary, repressive legislation at its disposal. The biggest drop in anti-government activity on the Internet came after the March/April 2001 detention withont trial of around 15 top reformasi activists under the Internal Security Act. One of those detained, Raja Petra Kamaniddin, was the director of the Eree Anwar Campaign, which maintained the widely visited <freeanwar.com> Wch site. Shortly before his detention, Petra admitted tliat the crackdown had forced anti-government webmasters "imderground."^" In December 2002, ten more nnidentified people were detained withont trial for spreading rnmours via e-mail. In January 2003, Malaysiakini itself was a victim of the regime's lepressive legislation. After the Web site published a letter heavily critical of UMNO's yonth branch, the company was raided by police and had 19 of its compnters, including its servers, confiscated, forcing it hriefly to go offline; its editor was questioned under the Sedition Act. Whilst most of the computers were later returned and charges not laid, police and ministers continue to warn Malaysiakini that it is being "watched."'^'' The raid was thus important not so much in its direct impact, but in the fact that it clearly demonstrated the regime's willingness to deploy the full extent of its repressive machinery should it feel sufficiently threatened. As one Internet journalist noted after the raid, "the government may not be able to close down Web sites, but it can lock up those who iiin them."^" Indeed, <freeanwar.com> has relocated its base to Australia largely to avoid such harassment.
We have seen, then, that the rise of the Internet as a form of mass media has tested the limits of the regime's regulatory framework, hut that this impact has been limited both by the political economy of the Internet, which limits its viability as a full alternative media, and by the regime's willingness to deploy repressive rather than regulatory legislation against the individuals and organizations involved. Perhaps the most telling evidence of the limitations of the Internet is that Malaysiakini, the godfather of Internet journalism in Malaysia, is currently seeking a permit to publish a traditional newspaper. The rise of the Internet clearly demonstrates the limits of the legislative strategy of media control pursued by the BN regime. Ironically, however, it is in its corporate control over the mainstream media, where its dominance is far greater, that the internal contradictions of this strategy become evident. 
III. Corporate control and the politics of the BN
Thus far, this paper has discussed the ways in which the BN regime regulates the media in Malaysia, and its responses to developments in media technology. The BN coalition is itself, however, far from being a homogenous, united whole. Differing interests and political rivali^ between component parties, and sometimes within the parties, lend the coalition a highly factional dimension. Control of the media is hence not just a matter of imposing the BN's political discourse on society at large, but is often also the stage for intra-coalition competition and negotiation. Whilst corporate control of traditional media by the BN coalition as a whole helps perpetuate the regime's dominance, it also provides individual parties within the coahtion with the means to try to negotiate a better position vis-a-vis one another, thus exposing the weaknesses and fissures within that stance.
The use of the press in intra-BN party disputes has in the past been most conspicuous in the large East Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak. The politics of the BN in these states has been historically more fragmented than in the Peninsula, and regional newspapers have been a prime weapon in these contests. In Sabah during the latter half of the 1970s, for instance, the two major parties-Parti Berjaya ?ind the United Sabah National Organization (USNO)-were both BN components, but also implacable rivals. This rivalry was fought out in the pages of the Daily Express and the Kinabalu Sabah Times, which were controlled, respectively, by interests close to Berjaya and USNO. With a lack of moderation that would make even the most party-loyal Kuala Lumpur editor blush, each newspaper accused the rival party of vote buying, membership fraud and a host of other sins, particularly in the nin-up to the 1976 state elections. The Daily Express even claimed, as its headline news, that Tun Mustapha Harun, the Muslim leader of USNO, was a member of a "worldwide secret Jewish conspiracy"-the Free Masons.^' Similarly, in the 1987 Sarawak state election, which also saw a split in the BN parties, local papers-Utusan Saraivak and the People's Mirror-sided conspicuously with their political patrons, each paper printing a list of timber concessions given to the friends and relatives of the opposing group.^-Even in the Peninsula, where the BN parties have been generally more disciplined in their relations, media ownership has played an important role in internal disputes within the coalition. This role is well illustrated by the recent issue of English-language teaching, a rare instance where policy differences between BN parties have been publicly
In June 2002, the government decided to implement a programme to phase in the English language as the medium of tuition for math.s and science in all national schools, a move which was vociferously opposed by the Chinese educationalist lohby, a traditionally powerful and respected force in the community.'*'' In the face of such protests, first Gerakan (the second-largest Chinese-based party in the BN) and then the MCA openly declared their opposition to the policy.^Î n response to this dissent, the UMNO-controlled newspapers latmched a blistering crusade against the Clhinese parties in the coalition. Utusan Malaysia was the most vehement critic, its regular columnist Awang Stilung accusing the parties of "arrogance" (keangkuhan) and a "superiority complex."'^ Front-page reports claimed that the MCA was demanding new Chinese schools and ministry recognition of their private examinations as a price for supporting the pohcy, claims that were vigorously denied by MCA boss Ling I,eong Sik.' *' ' More restrained, but nonetheless critical, was the New Straits Times group of newspapers. Wlien the MCA officially announced its opposition to the policy, the New Sunday Times accused the party of "selfishness" and opined that "it is now up to those recalcitrant quarters to show the rest of us how this decision is not a defeat for the country."'** In contrast, coverage ofthe issue in the MCA-controUed 5/aremphasized the process of reaching a compromise, and the spirit of muafakat (consensus) within the BN. The controversy was downplayed and almost praised as representing the BN's consociationalism at its best. The issue was rarely featured as front-page leads; instead, it was relegated to the inside pages. The . SYar presented the Chinese parties as taking a moderate and informed stance: "The Chinese parties had since thejune announcement, met amongst themselves, consulted education experts and gathered feedback from the community because education has always been a top priority and concern."^'3
Reports highlighted conciliatoi7 commenLs from UMNO ministers and officials, and the hne was promoted that the differences were simply a matter of implementation, rather than policy disagreement.^" Editorials and commentaries thus described the debate as "vigorous democracy at work" and anticipated a "win-win solution."*" The paper did, however, take regular sideswipes at the Malay papers for sensationalizing the issue, accusing them (without naming specific papers) of "name-calling" and expressing relief that the education ministry itself had "not been distracted by the intense debate. "^Î n terms of intra-BN relations, then, the UMNO-controlled papers played a vital role for the party in vocalizing what UMNO leaders and ministers could not themselves say. In the Malaysian, and particularly Malay, culture of deference to leadership and avoidance of confrontation, public criticism by BN party leaders of other BN parties is virttially unheard of. In this respect, even the notoriously outspoken Mahathir avoided direct criticism of his Chinese coalition partners, hmiting himself to oblique comments to the extent that the pohcy was for the benefit of all Malaysians.^^ For the MCA, the 5farallowed it to present a moderate image and to play down the criticisms of the other papers.
The English-language dispute might be seen as of little broader importance and of interest only in countries with coalition governments, but party-controlled newspapers have also played an important role in factionalism within BN component parties. In the late 1980s, for instance, a split in the MIC" reverberated in the pages of two Tamil-language papers, Tamil Nesan and Tamil Osai, which were respectively owned by supporters of the party president, Samy Vellu, and supporters of his challenger, Subramaniam. Similarly, the Nexv Straits Timessaw^i rapid turnover of editors during the UMNO factional divide of the 1980s, with editors who backed the wrong horse quickly losing their posts.^^ As the divide reached its denouement at the 1987 UMNO general assembly, UMNO-linked papers, including the New Straits Times, Berita Harian and Utusan Malaysia, were accused by the challenger faction of "wild and biased" reports."''^ During the subsequent UMNO split, much of the court battle between the opposing camps focussed on gaining control of the UMNO's corporate assets, including its media empire. The decisive turn came when Mahathir's team was able to pass an amendment to the Societies Act, ensuring that it retained control of the party's assets.
Once again, the MCA has provided the best illustration in recent years of the importance of the media in party factionaiism. In June 2001, the MCA, through its investment arm Huaren Holdings, hought control of Nanyang Press Sdn. Bhd., which publishes Nanyang SiangPau and the China Press, two of the four major national Chinese-language newspapers. Nanyang Press was previously linked to the UMNO through its parent company, Hume Industries, though the party lacked outright control. Hume Industries is controlled by a businessman close to Mahathir, and the UMNO's investment arm Renong also had a 20 percent interest in the company, so the newspapers had previously been under at least indirect political influence/" Initially, the MCA president at the time. Ling Leong Sik, claimed that the takeover was purely commercial and that the party was merely acceding to an independent recommendation by tbe management of Huaren Holdings.^' The takeover, however, provoked a ferocious backlash from the Chinese community and Chinese organizations, including the normally politically reticent Associated Chinese Chambers of Industry, which viewed the takeover as politically motivated. Ninety columnists and contributors to the Nanyang papers resigned in protest and the leadership of Cerakan also urged Ling to reconsider the takeover.'^ As criticism grew and details of Nanyang Press's poor financial position emerged. Ling was forced to concede tliat the takeover was not just commercial but a "politically strategic investment."*^ Mahathir, who had initially been noncommittal about the takeover, alsojustified it on the grounds that "Nanyang has been against us."^"
The Nanyang takeover, however, was more than just the latest media acquisition by a BN party. It also brought to a head the festering divide in the MCA between two factions, one led by Ling ("Team A") and the other by party deputy president and grassroots favourite Lim Ah Lek {"Team B"). Immediately after the takeover was announced, Team B leaders hegan questioning the purchase, echoing the claims that it was politically motivated and against the wishes of the Chinese community.-'' Team B leaders went on a road show around the country to drum up opposition to the takeover and to challenge its legitimacy within the party constitution. Forced onto the defensive. Ling eventually called an Emergency C;enerai Meeting of the MCA to etidorse the takeover, which voted by the closest of margins to approve the deal.'^L eaders of the Team B faction claimed their opposition to the deal was based on the wishes of the Chinese community. Btit they must also have considered the position of their own challenge to the incumbent leadership. The takeover not only brougbt the Nanyang papers under MCA control, but also, more specifically, under the control of the "Team A" faction and party president Ling. Of course. Ling repeatedly claimed that there would be no editorial interference, btit few gave credence to this promise. Even the UMNO-controlled Malay Mail noted ironically tbat "tbe road ahead for the MCA will be rough, but at least things will be positive and rosy in the Nanyang Siang Pau."-'^ In reality, tbe MCA-c on trolled 5(rtr already provided very little coverage ofthe ongoing schistn, and when it did it clearly favoui ed tbe Ling faction.^^ Tbe Nanyang papers, on the other hand, had given tbe split some considerable prominence, and it was tbis source of relatively independent news output that tbe challenger faction would lose. Team B's fears over the editorial bent of tbe newly acquired papers were tbus realized in April 2002, when Nanyang Siang Pau and tbe China Press carried the same editorial by the group's editor-in-cbief. Hoong Soon Kean, lambasting Team B for "creating chaos and weakening the party.""'' Factional disputes witbin BN parties, inchtding tbe Ling-I .im scbism, often take the form of popular grassroots challengers conftondng entrenched leadership teams, wbicb have control over tbe party apparatus by virtue of their position.^ In such circumstances, party control of media assets clearly favours the incumbent leadersbip. In as much, it is worth noting that the Ling faction witbin the party was reportedly one of the prime movers pressurizing tbe Sun into a more moderate line, as well as apparently intervening to prevent the airing of a news feature on TV2 tbat focussed on the Nanyang takeover.^"
In this section, then, we have seen that corporate and editorial control of the media industry hy the BN political parties has heen a douhle-edged sword, helping ensure the general quiescence of the industry, whilst simultaneously providing different interests within the coalition-parties and factions within parties-with the means to compete indirecdy in the puhlic sphere.
Conclusions
For many academics and activists in Malaysia, one event above all epitomizes the state of the media industry in Malaysia. Just days heforc the divisive and hitterly fought 1990 general election, the UMNO-controlled Utusan Malaysia carried on its front page a photograph of the opposition leader and former UMNO vice president Tengku Rjizaleigh Hamzah wearing a native Sahahan headdress that happened to have a cross on it. Together with the provocative headline "(hang ramai marah Razaleigh pakai tengkolok bersalib" {"The general puhlic is furious over Razaleigh wearing a headgear with a cross"), the photograph and the article alongside it implied that Razaleigh, a relative of the Sultan of Kelantan, was not truly committed to Islam or the Malay race.-' ** Such distortions and misrepresentadons of the regime's critics and opponents are undouhtedly influential and constitute an important factor in the continuing domination of the Barisan Nasionalas well as the country's continued standing at the very bottom of international press-freedom rankings. This paper has attempted to demonstrate that even in the context of these controls, spaces for negotiation and contestadon sdll exist.
Whilst it has retained its corporate control over the mainstream media, albeit more indirectly than previously, a noticeable shift in the regime's approach to communications regulation has occurred in recent years. Perhaps recognizing the challenges presented hy new forms of communication, from .satellite television to the Internet and even newer forms such as mobile phone texting, regime control of the media in Malaysia is apparendy moving away from legislative regulation and towards the select harassment and repression of individuals and organizations that the regime considers a threat to its monopoly on the puhlic discourse.
If new forms of communication have forced the regime into changing its strategies of media control, however, its use of the media itself is indicative of the limitation oi its project. Though a compromise solution was reached in both intra-BN disputes analyzed here, the fact that they were played out, often viciously, in the very public arena of the national newspapers is of great significance. Differences of opinion regularly arise within the BN coalition, from policy disputes to jostling over cabinet appointments and seat allocation at election times. Such disputes, however, are usually conducted behind firmly closed doors, and the compliant mass media generally ignores them. That factions within the BN sometimes turn to their respective media organs to stake their claims is thus not so much indicative of consensus huilding within the coalition but of the limitations of this consensus. Mobilizing public support through their respective media empires may have been seen hy the various groups as the hest way to resolve the dispute to their advantage, hut it also demonstrated very publicly the lack of consensus within the BN. For a regime that bases its legitimacy largely on its ability to build an interethnic consensus, such public disputes expose the weaknesses and limitations of this discursive stance. 
